
   

DC, AC and clipping



Why do we have clipping
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When do we have clipping

What’s DC and AC



What’s DC and AC

DC: Direct Current. The PV transforms the energy of 
the sun into a Direct current.

AC: Alternating Current. The inverter transforms the 
DC current into AC current. The U.S. grid and the vast 
majority of buildings work on Alternating Current.



When do we have clipping

We have a clipping situation when the PV system 
works at its best conditions and when the DC from the 
solar panels produce more energy than the maximum 
inverter AC output.  

Example: 
REC365 has a 365W power output
IQ7+ has a 290W power output

If the PV works at 100%, it will produce 365W but the 
inverter will convert maximum 290W and the rest is lost



Why do we have clipping?(½)

Cost efficiency !!!

Example: 
25.16kW DC project (25x LG370)
19.72kW AC project (25x IQ7+)

0% Shading
100% South direction
5° Tilt

During the year, majority of the time, the PV doesn’t work on 100% and even not at 70%

The goal of the solar system is to install the biggest PV power (kW) even if it doesn’t work on 100%.
50% of a 10kW system = 5kW     VS       50% of a 20kW system = 10kW

And select the most efficient inverter with a AC power equal to 70-80% of the PV power.



Why do we have clipping? (2/2)

Cost efficiency !!!

We see in a few project a DC production higher than the AC maximum output. This high production 
appears just a few hours during the year. We could install a more powerful inverter but it is not 
recommended for the cost efficiency.

A higher AC power requests:
● A more expensive inverter
● A bigger wire size, breaker size, disconnect, more wires… This change has an impact on:

○ The price of the equipment
○ The labor of the installation

This difference of the price is not cost effective for the few hours during the year (= just during the 
midday when it is the best period of the year and when we have the best weather).


